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(57) Abstract: A method of monitoring downhole condi
tions in a borehole includes receiving sensor data through 
a network of nodes provided at selected positions on a drill 
string disposed in the borehole. An inference is made 
about the downhole condition from the sensor data. A de
termination is made whether the downhole condition 
matches a target downhole condition within a set toler
ance. At least one parameter affecting the downhole condi
tion is selectively adjusted if the downhole condition does 
not match the target downhole condition within the set tol
erance.
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MONITORING DOWNHOLE CONDITIONS WITH DRILL STRING 
DISTRIBUTED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

61/033249, filed March 3, 2008, the entire disclosure of which is incorporated herein by 

reference.

FIELD

[0002] This invention pertains generally to drilling operations and, more particularly,

to distributed subsurface measurement techniques.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Drilling operators logically need as much information as possible about

borehole and formation characteristics while drilling a well for safety and reserves 

calculations. If problems arise while drilling, minor interruptions may be expensive to 

overcome and, in some cases, pose a safety risk. Since current economic conditions provide 

little margin for error and cost, drilling operators have a strong incentive to fully understand 

downhole characteristics and avoid interruptions.

[0004] Gathering information from downhole can be challenging, particularly since

the downhole environment is harsh, ever changing, and any downhole sensing system is 

subject to high temperature, shock, and vibration. In many wells, the depth of the well at 

which the sensors are positioned causes significant attenuation in the signals which are 

transmitted to the surface. If signals are lost or data becomes corrupted during transmission, 

the operator's reliance on that data may result in significant problems. Accordingly, many 

downhole conditions sensed while drilling a well have reliability concerns.

[0005] Typically, various types of sensors may be placed at a selected location along

the bottom end of the drill string, and a mud pulser, which is part of a measurement-while

drilling (MWD) system, is widely used in the oilfield industry to transmit and send signals to 

the surface. Signals from bottom hole sensors may be transmitted to the surface from various 

depths, but sensed conditions at a particular depth near the wellbore are generally assumed to 

remain substantially the same as when initially sensed. In many applications, this assumption 

is erroneous, and downhole sensed conditions at a selected depth change over time. In other 

applications, a downhole condition may not have changed, but the error rate in the 

transmitted signals does not provide high reliability that the sensed conditions are accurately 

determined. Updated sensed conditions are typically not available to the drilling operator, and 

accordingly most drilling operations unnecessarily incur higher risks and costs than 

necessary.
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[0006] A need remains for improved techniques to identify, measure, analyze, and

adjust downhole conditions during drilling operations.

SUMMARY

[0007] Aspects of the invention include a method of monitoring downhole conditions

in a borehole penetrating a subsurface formation. The method comprises disposing a string 

of connected tubulars in a borehole, where the string of tubulars forms a downhole 

electromagnetic network that provides an electromagnetic signal path. The method includes 

receiving sensor data through the downhole electromagnetic network and making an 

inference about a downhole condition from the sensor data. The method further includes 

selectively adjusting at least one parameter affecting the downhole condition based on the 

inference.

[0008] (a) Selectively adjusting the at least one parameter comprises selectively

adjusting the at least one parameter until the downhole condition matches a target downhole 

condition within a set tolerance.

[0009] (b) Selectively adjusting the at least one parameter comprises selectively

commanding at least one downhole device through the downhole electromagnetic network to 

adjust the at least one parameter.

[0010] (c) Selectively adjusting the at least one parameter comprises selectively

adjusting the at least one parameter from outside of the borehole.

[0011] (d) Receiving sensor data comprises receiving sensor data from one or more

first sensors configured to measure downhole conditions that are likely to change 

substantially over time.

[0012] (d.l) Receiving sensor data further comprises receiving sensor data from one

or more second sensors configured to measure the depth of the string of connected tubulars in 

the borehole as the downhole conditions are measured.

[0013] (d.1.1) Making an inference about the downhole condition comprises

correlating the portion of the sensor data from the one or more first sensors to the portion of 

the sensor data from the one or more second sensors.

[0014] (e) Receiving sensor data comprises receiving sensor data from one or more

pressure sensors disposed at different positions along the string of connected tubulars.

[0015] (e.l) Making an inference about the downhole condition comprises generating

a pressure gradient curve using the sensor data.

[0016] (e.l. 1) Selectively adjusting the at least one parameter comprises adjusting the

at least one parameter if the pressure gradient curve does not match a target downhole 

condition within a set tolerance.
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[0017] (e.1.1.1) Selectively adjusting the at least one parameter comprises adjusting

the pressure distribution along the borehole to alter the apparent equivalent circulating 

density.

[0018] (e.1.1.2) Selectively adjusting the at least one parameter comprises one of (i)

activating and controlling one or more variable flow restrictors to restrict flow in an annulus 

between the borehole and the string of tubulars if the pressure at the bottom of the borehole is 

smaller than a target bottom pressure and (ii) activating and controlling one or more variable 

flow restrictors to restrict flow inside a bore of the string of tubulars if the pressure at the 

bottom of the borehole is greater than a target bottom pressure.

[0019] (f) Receiving sensor data comprises receiving sensor data from one or more

third sensors configured to measure downhole conditions that are not likely to change 

substantially over time.

[0020] (g) Receiving sensor data comprises receiving information about changes in

the downhole condition at a selected depth in the borehole over time.

[0021] (h) Receiving sensor data comprises receiving sensor data collected by a first

sensor at a first position on the string of tubulars when the first sensor is at a first selected 

depth in the borehole and sensor data collected by a second sensor at a second position on the 

string of tubulars when the second sensor is at the first selected depth, the first position being 

axially spaced apart from the second position along the string of tubulars.

[0022] (i) Receiving sensor data comprises receiving sensor data collected.

[0023] (j) Sensor data collected by the first sensor and second sensor relate to a

caliper profile of the borehole at the first selected depth.

[0024] (k) Receiving sensor data occurs at selected time intervals.

[0025] (1) Receiving sensor data is preceded by sending one or more commands to

one or more sensors through the downhole electromagnetic network to measure one or more 

downhole conditions.

[0026] (m) The downhole condition is dynamic stability of the string of tubulars.

[0027] (m.l) Selectively adjusting the at least one parameter comprises actuating a

counter-weight device to counteract selected harmonics on the string of tubulars.

[0028] (m.2) The at least one parameter is an input parameter to the string of tubulars

selected from the group consisting of flow rate, weight on bit, and rotational speed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
[0029] Other aspects and advantages of the invention will become apparent upon

reading the following detailed description and upon reference to the drawings in which like 

elements have been given like numerals and wherein:
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[0030] FIG. 1 is a schematic of a drill rig showing a directional drilling application

and a system for sensing borehole or formation characteristics in accordance with aspects of 

the invention.

[0031] FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram of a data transmission scheme from a

plurality of sensors in accordance with aspects of the invention.

[0032] FIG. 3 is a representative plot for analyzing measurements at the same depths

for changes over time in accordance with aspects of the invention.

[0033] FIG. 4A is a schematic of a drilling system with aspects of the invention.

[0034] FIG. 4B is a downhole pressure plot while pumping in accordance with

aspects of the invention.

[0035] FIG. 4B is a downhole pressure plot while not pumping in accordance with

aspects of the invention.

[0036] FIG. 5A is a schematic of a sub with variable stabilizer in retracted mode in

accordance with aspects of the invention.

[0037] FIG. 5B is a schematic of a sub with variable stabilizer in extended mode in

accordance with aspects of the invention.

[0038] FIG. 5C is a schematic of a mechanism for actuating the variable stabilizer of

FIGS. 5A and 5B in accordance with aspects of the invention.

[0039] FIG. 6 is a schematic of a drilling system and downhole pressure plots in

accordance with aspects of the invention.

[0040] FIG. 7 is a flow chart of a downhole pressure analysis/control process in

accordance with aspects of the invention.

[0041] FIG. 8A is a schematic of a sub with variable restrictors in the retracted mode

in accordance with aspects of the invention.

[0042] FIG. 8B is a schematic of a sub with variable restrictors in the extended mode

in accordance with aspects of the invention.

[0043] FIG. 8C is a schematic of a mechanism for actuating the variable stabilizer of

FIGS. 8A and 8B in accordance with aspects of the invention.

[0044] FIG. 9 is a flow chart of a downhole pressure analysis/control process in

accordance with aspects of the invention.

[0045] FIGS. 10A-10C illustrate plots of differential measurements in accordance

with aspects of the invention.

[0046] FIG. 11A-11E illustrate plots of frequency measurements in accordance with

aspects of the invention.
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[0047] FIG. 12A is a schematic of a drilling system with a counter-weight system in

accordance with aspects of the invention.

[0048] FIG. 12B is a schematic of a rotating weight device in accordance with aspects

of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0049] FIG. 1 illustrates a drilling operation 10 in which a borehole 36 is being drilled

through subsurface formation beneath the surface 26. The drilling operation includes a 

drilling rig 20 and a drill string 12 of coupled tubulars which extends from the rig 20 into the 

borehole 36. A bottom hole assembly (BHA) 15 is provided at the lower end of the drill 

string 12. The bottom hole assembly (BHA) 15 may include a drill bit or other cutting device 

16, a bit sensor package 38, and a directional drilling motor or rotary steerable device 14, as 

shown in FIG. 1.

[0050] The drill string 12 preferably includes a plurality of network nodes 30. The

nodes 30 are provided at desired intervals along the drill string. Network nodes essentially 

function as signal repeaters to regenerate data signals and mitigate signal attenuation as data 

is transmitted up and down the drill string. The nodes 30 may be integrated into an existing 

section of drill pipe or a downhole tool along the drill string. Sensor package 38 in the BHA 

15 may also include a network node (not shown separately). For purposes of this disclosure, 

the term “sensors” is understood to comprise sources (to emit/transmit energy/signals), 

receivers (to receive/detect energy/signals), and transducers (to operate as either 

source/receiver). Connectors 34 represent drill pipe joint connectors, while the connectors 32 

connect a node 30 to an upper and lower drill pipe joint.

[0051] The nodes 30 comprise a portion of a downhole electromagnetic network 46

that provides an electromagnetic signal path that is used to transmit information along the 

drill string 12. The downhole network 46 may thus include multiple nodes 30 based along 

the drill string 12. Communication links 48 may be used to connect the nodes 30 to one 

another, and may comprise cables or other transmission media integrated directly into 

sections of the drill string 12. The cable may be routed through the central borehole of the 

drill string 12, or routed externally to the drill string 12, or mounted within a groove, slot or 

passageway in the drill string 12. Preferably signals from the plurality of sensors in the sensor 

package 38 and elsewhere along the drill string 12 are transmitted to the surface 26 through a 

wire conductor 48 along the drill string 12. Communication links between the nodes 30 may 

also use wireless connections.

[0052] A plurality of packets may be used to transmit information along the nodes 30.

Packets may be used to carry data from tools or sensors located downhole to an uphole node
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30, or may carry information or data necessary to operate the network 46. Other packets may 

be used to send control signals from the top node 30 to tools or sensors located at various 

downhole positions. Further detail with respect to suitable nodes, a network, and data packets 

are disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 7,207,396 (Hall et al., 2007), hereby incorporated in its 

entirety by reference.

[0053] Referring to FIG. 2, various types of sensors 40 may be employed along the

drill string 12 in aspects of the present invention, including without limitation, axially spaced 

resistivity, caliper, acoustic, rock strength (sonic), pressure sensors, temperature sensors, 

seismic devices, strain gauges, inclinometers, magnetometers, accelerometers, bending, 

vibration, neutron, gamma, gravimeters, rotation sensors, flow rate sensors, etc. Sensors 

which measure conditions which would logically experience significant change over time 

provide particularly valuable information to the drilling operator. For example, the caliper or 

cross-sectional configuration of a wellbore at a particular depth may change during the 

drilling operation due to formation stability and fluid washout conditions. The skin of a 

formation defining the borehole may tend to absorb fluids in the well and may thus also 

change over time, particularly if the well is overbalanced. By providing a system which 

allows a sensor to transmit to the surface at a known depth in substantially real time, a 

particular borehole or formation characteristic, such as the caliper of the well, and by 

providing another sensor which can provide the same type of information at substantially the 

same depth with a different sensor as the well is drilled deeper, the operator is able to 

compare a wellbore caliper profile at a selected depth at time one, and later measure the same 

caliper at substantially the same depth at time two. This allows the operator to better 

understand changes in the well that occur over time, and to take action which will mitigate 

undesirable changes. Other sensors which monitor conditions which are likely to degrade or 

change over time include sensors that measure wellbore stability, resistivity sensors, 

equivalent circulating density (ECD) measurements sensors, primary and/or secondary 

porosity sensors, nuclear-type sensors, temperature sensors, etc.

[0054] Other sensors may monitor conditions which are unlikely to substantially

change over time, such as borehole inclination, pore pressure sensors, and other sensors 

measuring petrophysical properties of the formation or of the fluid in the formation. In the 

latter case, an operator may use the signals from different sensors at different times to make a 

better determination of the actual condition sensed. For example, the inclination of a 

wellbore at a particular depth likely will not change. The inclination measurement at time 

one may thus be averaged with an inclination at the same depth at time two and another 

inclination measurement at the same depth at time three, so that the average of these three
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signals at the same depth taken at three times will likely provide a more accurate indication of 

the actual borehole inclination, or interpretation of an incremental change at a particular 

depth.

[0055] According to an aspect of the invention, an operator at the surface may instruct

a particular sensor to take a selected measurement. In most applications, however, a plurality 

of substantially identical sensors for sensing a particular drill string, wellbore, or formation 

characteristic will be provided along the drill string, and each of those sensors will output a 

signal at a selected time interval, e.g., every tenth of a second or every second, such that 

signals at any depth may be correlated with signals from a similar sensor at another depth. 

Thus an entire profile of the sensed condition based on a first sensor as a function of depth 

may be plotted by the computer, and a time lapse plot may be depicted for measurements 

from a second sensor while at the same depth at a later time. Also, it should be understood 

that the system may utilize sensors which are able to take reliable readings while the drill 

string and thus the sensors are rotating in the well, but in another application the rotation of 

the drill string may be briefly interrupted so that sensed conditions can be obtained from 

stationary sensors, then drilling resumed. In still other aspects, the drill string may slide or 

rotate slowly in the well while the sensed conditions are monitored, with the majority of the 

power to the bit being provided by the downhole motor or rotary steerable device.

[0056] A significant advantage of the present invention is the ability to analyze

information from the sensors when there is time lapse effect between a particular sensed 

condition at a particular depth, and the subsequent same sensed condition at the same depth. 

As disclosed herein, the system provides sensors for sensing characteristics at a selected 

depth in a well, and a particular depth may be "selected" in that the operator is particularly 

concerned with signals at that depth, and particularly change and rate of change for certain 

characteristics. Such change and rate of change (time lapse in the transmitted signals) may be 

displayed to the operator in real time. Otherwise stated, however, information from a sensor 

at selected axial locations or after a selected time lapse may be important, and the term 

"selected" as used herein would include a signal at any known, presumed, or selected depth. 

[0057] FIG. 2 illustrates conceptually a drill pipe 12 having a plurality of axially

spaced sensors 40 spaced along the drill string, each for sensing the same borehole or 

formation characteristic. Multiple and varied sensors 40 may be distributed along the drill 

pipe 12 to sense various different characteristics/parameters. The sensors 40 may be disposed 

on the nodes 30 positioned along the drill string, disposed on tools incorporated into the 

string of drill pipe, or a combination thereof. The downhole network 46 transmits 

information from each of a plurality of sensors 40 to a surface computer 22, which also
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receives information from a depth sensor 50 via line 51. Depth sensor 50 monitors the length 

of drill string inserted in the well, and thus the output from the sensors 40 may be correlated 

by the computer 22 as a function of their depth in the well.

[0058] Information from the well site computer 22 may be displayed for the drilling

operator on a well site screen 24. Information may also be transmitted from computer 22 to 

another computer 23, located at a site remote from the well, with this computer 23 allowing 

an individual in the office remote from the well to review the data output by the sensors 40. 

Although only a few sensors 40 are shown in the figures, those skilled in the art will 

understand that a larger number of sensors may be disposed along a drill string when drilling 

a fairly deep well, and that all sensors associated with any particular node may be housed 

within or annexed to the node 30, so that a variety of sensors rather than a single sensor will 

be associated with that particular node.

[0059] FIG. 3 depicts a plot of sensed borehole information characteristics numbered

1 and 2 each plotted as a function of depth, and also plotted as a function of time when the 

measurements are taken. For characteristic #1, pass 1 occurs first, pass 2 occurs later, and 

pass 3 occurs after pass 2. The area represented by 60 shows the difference in measurements 

between passes 1 and 2, while the area represented by 62 represents a difference in 

measurements between passes 2 and 3. The strong signal at depth DI for the first pass is thus 

new and is further reduced for pass 2 and pass 3. For characteristic #2, the area 64 represents 

the difference between the pass 1 signal and the pass 2 signal, and the area 66 represents the 

difference between the pass 2 and pass 3 signals. For this borehole information 

characteristic, signal strength increases between pass 1 and 2, and further increases between 

pass 2 and 3.

[0060] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that various forms of markings may be

employed to differentiate a first pass from a second pass, and a second pass from a 

subsequent pass, and that viewing the area difference under the curve of signals from 

different passes is only one way of determining the desired characteristic of the borehole or 

formation. Assuming that characteristic #2 is the borehole size, the operator may thus 

assume that, at a depth shortly above depth DI, the borehole has increased in size, and has 

again increased in size between the taking of the pass 2 measurements and the pass 3 

measurements. For all of the displayed signals, signals may be displayed as a function of 

plurality of sensors at a single elected location in a borehole, so that a sent signal at a depth 

of, e.g., 1550 feet, will be compared with a similar signal from a similar sensor subsequently 

at a depth of 1550 feet.
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[0061] Aspects of the invention also include the identification of drill string 12

dynamics and stabilization of force distributions along the string during drilling operations. 

The sensors 40 along the string 12 and/or on the nodes 30 are used to acquire drilling 

information, to process the data, and instigate reactions by affecting the mechanical state of 

the drilling system, affecting fluid flow through the drill pipes, fluid flow along the annulus 

between the string and the borehole 36, and/or commanding another device (e.g., a node) to 

perform an operation.

[0062] The telemetry network 46 (as described in U.S. Patent No. 7,207,396, assigned

to the present assignee and entirely incorporated herein by reference) provides the 

communication backbone for aspects of the invention. A number of drill string dynamic 

measurements can be made along the string 12 using the sensor 40 inputs as disclosed herein. 

In some aspects of the invention, for example, the measurements taken at the sensors 40 can 

be one or a group of tri-axial inclinometry (magnetic and acceleration), internal, external 

hydraulic pressure, torque and tension/compression. With such measurements, various 

analysis and adjustment techniques can be implemented independently or as part of a self- 

stabilizing string.

[0063] Aspects comprising acoustic sensors 40 may be used to perform real-time

frequency, amplitude, and propagation speed analysis to determine subsurface properties of 

interest such as wellbore caliper, compressional wave speed, shear wave speed, borehole 

modes, and formation slowness. Improved subsurface acoustic images may also be obtained 

to depict borehole wall conditions and other geological features away from the borehole. 

These acoustic measurements have applications in petrophysics, well to well correlation, 

porosity determination, determination of mechanical or elastic rock parameters to give an 

indication of lithology, detection of over-pressured formation zones, and the conversion of 

seismic time traces to depth traces based on the measured speed of sound in the formation. 

Aspects of the invention may be implemented using conventional acoustic sources disposed 

on the nodes 30 and/or on tools along the string 12, with appropriate circuitry and 

components as known in the art. Real-time communication with the acoustic sensors 40 is 

implemented via the network 46.

[0064] One aspect of the invention provides for automated downhole control of

pressure. FIG. 4A shows a drill string 12 implemented with three sensors 40 along the string 

to acquire internal and external pressure measurements. During drilling operations, drilling 

fluid (“mud”) is pumped through the string 12 as known in the art and a certain pressure 

distribution occurs along the borehole. FIG. 4B shows Hydrostatic Pressure curve while 

pumping drilling fluid through the drill string 12. BHP<i represents dynamic bottomhole
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pressure. PHs represents theoretical hydrostatic pressure. P; is the pressure inside the drill 

string 12, and Po is the pressure outside of the drill string 12. The difference between P; and 

Po is pressure loss or drawdown. When the drilling operations stop (e.g., to add/remove a 

tubular or any other reason including failures), the hydraulic system internal and external to 

the string 12 will stabilize to the Hydrostatic Pressure curves as shown in FIG. 4C. At that 

point, the drill pipe’s internal pressure P; is equivalent to zero on surface since the pump 

connection is removed.

[0065] The states described above occur at any time in the drilling process. The

continuously changing bottom hole pressure exerts a force into the formation rock at bottom 

and along the borehole that is dependent on the mud weight, flow rate and total flow area at 

the drill bit 16. This pressure interacts with the formation rocks which in certain instances 

can be either mechanically affected if the bottom hole pressure is beyond or below the limits 

of the rock’s characteristic strength. These boundaries are commonly known as break-out 

pressure (the pressure at which a rock starts to fail and falls into the wellbore in small pieces 

due to the lack of support from the hydrostatic or dynamic pressure) and fracture pressure 

(the pressure at which a rock parts at the minimum stress direction due to over stress).

[0066] The first case, which is caused by a smaller bottom hole pressure than required

to keep the formation rock stable, is addressed by an aspect of the invention entailing a 

variable annular flow area controller sub (70 in FIGS. 5A-5C). The controller 70 may 

include fixed area restrictors and extendable area restrictors. In FIG. 5A, the controller 70 is 

in the retracted mode and the fixed area restrictors 72a are visible. In FIG. 5B, the controller 

70 is in the extended mode and the extendable area restrictors 72b are visible along with the 

fixed area restrictors 72a. In the extended mode, the flow area in the annulus 71 between the 

controller 70 and the borehole 36 is restricted by extension of the area restrictors 72b into the 

annulus 71. FIG. 5C shows a mechanism for actuating the area restrictors 72b of the 

controller 70. The area restrictors 72b are actuated with mud flow that is diverted from the 

inner pipe bore 12a via valves 69a, 69b to a piston actuator 73 that expands or extends the 

area restrictors 72b causing a positive pressure differential across the device. The controller 

sub 70 comprises a pipe 12 section implemented with components known in the art (e.g., 

extendable blades similar to standoff ribs). As shown in FIG. 5C, the controllers 70 can be 

configured with a counter-acting area 72 such that upward mud flow along the annulus aids 

in extending the stabilizers. The pipe 12 may also be implemented with appropriate valves to 

vent internal pressure to the pipe exterior. Conventional electronics, components 96, and 

hardware may be used to implement aspects of the invention. The controller sub 70 may be 

implemented with pressure accumulator 97. FIG. 5A shows the controller 70 in a retracted
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mode, with a flow area Ao comprising unrestricted areas Ai - A5. FIG. 5B shows the 

controller 70 in an extended mode, with extended restrictors 72b reducing combined flow 

area (Ao in FIG. 5A). For example, area Aip (in FIG. 5B) < Ai (in FIG. 5A) and area A3p (in

FIG. 5B) < A3 (in FIG. 5A) due to the extended restrictors 72b. The pipe 12 may be 

configured with any number (e.g., 1, 2, 3, etc.) of extendable restrictors 72b and any number 

of combined fixed/extendable restrictors 72a, 72b as desired. Controller 70 embodiments of 

the invention can also be configured using various materials (e.g., PEEK™, rubber, 

composites, etc.) and in any suitable configurations (e.g., inflatable type, etc.). Aspects can 

also be configured with area restrictors that can be individually graduated.

[0067] FIG. 6 depicts an aspect of the invention with the drill string 12 incorporating

variable annular flow area controller subs 70. With the distributed sensors 40 and controllers 

70 linked into the network 46, targeted downhole pressure conditions can be identified and 

the stabilizers can be selectively activated to extend their restrictor(s) along the string to 

reduce the mud flow along the annulus. Activation of the controller subs 70 provides a way 

to effectively increase/decrease the pressure along the borehole to alter the apparent 

equivalent circulating density (ECD) as desired. ECD is drilling fluid density that would be 

required to produce the same effective borehole pressure as the combination of fluid density, 

circulating pressure, and cuttings loading of the drilling fluid in the wellbore. Individual 

controller 70 actuation can be manually or automatically controlled via the communication 

network 46. Aspects with automatic controller 70 activation can be implemented by 

appropriate programming, such as by the Algorithm I, which is outlined in FIG. 7.

[0068] Referring to FIG. 7, Algorithm I includes creating a pressure gradient curve

from data received from internal and external pressure sensors (100). If a pressure gradient 

curve already exists, the existing pressure gradient curve may be updated with the new 

information instead of generating a fresh one. Algorithm I includes comparing the generated 

pressure gradient curve to a desired pressure gradient (102). Algorithm I includes checking 

whether the difference between the generated pressure gradient and the desired pressure 

gradient exceeds a set tolerance (104). If the answer to step 104 is no, steps 100 and 102 are 

repeated until the answer to step 104 is yes. It should be noted that steps 100 and 102 may be 

repeated at set times rather than continuously since it may be quite a while before the answer 

to step 104 is positive. If the answer to step 104 is yes, Algorithm I then checks whether the 

bottomhole pressure is smaller than the desired pressure (106). If the answer to step 106 is 

yes, Algorithm I sends a command to increase the pressure at an area restrictor (108). 

Algorithm I then checks whether the selected area restrictor has reached the maximum open
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position (110). If the answer to step 110 is no, Algorithm I returns to step 106. If the answer 

to step 106 is still yes, then steps 108 and 110 are repeated. For the sake of argument, if the 

answer to step 110 is yes, i.e., that the area restrictor that has reached maximum open 

position, then Algorithm I checks whether the area restrictor at the maximum open position is 

the topmost area restrictor (112). If the answer to step 112 is yes, Algorithm I advises the 

system to adjust the flow rate or mud weight (118). However, if the answer to step 110 is no, 

i.e., that the area restrictor that has reached maximum open position is not the topmost area 

restrictor, then Algorithm I sends a command to focus on the next area restrictor (118) and to 

increase the pressure at the area restrictor (120). Algorithm I returns to step 106 to determine 

whether the increase in pressure has solved the problem or if additional increase in pressure 

at the area restrictor is required. This process has been described above. If at step 106 the 

answer is no, i.e., the bottommost pressure is not smaller than the desired pressure, Algorithm 

I activates a pressure decrease routine (122), which is outlined in FIG. 9 and will be described 

below.

[0069] Another case, when the bottom hole pressure is higher, is usually caused by a

combination of the mud weight (density), mud flow speed and other factors. Another aspect 

of the invention is shown in FIGS. 8A-8C. In this aspect, an internal flow area controller sub 

70 is implemented with one or more internal variable restrictors 74 controlled by electronics 

90, pistons 91, pressure accumulators 92, valves 93, 94, counter-acting area for downward 

flow 95, and additional components incorporated into the pipe similar to the aspect of FIG. 

5C. FIG. 8A shows the controller sub 70 with the restrictors 74 in a retracted mode, 

providing an unrestricted inner pipe bore flow area A. FIG. 8(b) shows the restrictors 74 in 

an extended mode, reducing the inner bore flow area such that Aip < A due to the extended 

restrictors 74. The pipe 12 may be configured with any number (e.g., 1, 2, 3, etc.) of 

extendable restrictors 74 and other aspects may include a combination of fixed/extendable 

internal restrictors (not shown) as desired. Aspects can also be configured with restrictors 74 

that can be individually graduated. Activation of the restrictor(s) 74 may be controlled 

manually or automatically via the network 46. Aspects with automatic controller 70 

activation can be implemented by appropriate programming, such as by the Algorithm II 

outlined in FIG. 9. Activation of the restrictors 74 provides a way to increase/decrease the 

flow through the pipe 12, thereby increasing/reducing the bottom hole pressure as desired. 

[0070] Referring to FIG. 9, Algorithm II includes checking whether the bottomhole

pressure is higher than the desired pressure gradient (124). If the answer to step 124 is no, 

Algorithm II terminates (125). If the answer to step 124 is yes, Algorithm II sends a 

command to actuate and increase flow restriction until desired pressure is achieved or the
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flow restriction has reached the maximum open position (126). Algorithm II checks whether 

the desired pressure gradient has been achieved with some tolerance (128). If the answer to 

step 128 is yes, Algorithm II advises that activator was needed (130) and terminates (132). If 

the answer to step 128 is no, restrictors along the drill string are used to further adjust the 

pressure (134). Algorithm II checks again whether the desired pressure gradient has been 

achieved with some tolerance (136). If the answer to step 136 is yes, Algorithm II repeats 

step 130 and terminates at 132. If the answer to step 136 is no, Algorithm II raises an alert 

that gradient needs reduced mud flow or mud weight (138) and terminates (140).

[0071] The downhole characteristics identification, analysis, and control techniques

disclosed herein allow one to monitor and adjust downhole conditions while drilling, in real 

time and at desired points along the drill string. For example, a drill string equipped with 

variable annular flow area controller subs 70 (See FIG. 6) may be operated with one or more 

variable restrictors 72 extended at different points/depths along the string such that fluid 

pressure/flow along selected regions in the borehole can be set or maintained as desired. For 

example, pressure, flow, temperature, caliper, and other desired data is obtained by the 

distributed sensors 40 on the string and fed to surface or other points along the string via the 

network 46. Similarly, internal mud pressure/flow along the string 12 can be adjusted as 

desired with aspects including the internal variable restrictors 74 as disclosed herein.

[0072] Other aspects of the invention provide for drill string dynamics identification,

analysis, and stabilization techniques. In one such aspect, the distributed sensors 40 along the 

drill string 12 allow one to perform a frequency analysis of differential measurements. FIGS. 

10A-10C plot drill string dynamics distributions along a tubular drill string 12. As known in 

the art, various sensors 40 (e.g., inclinometers, magnetometers, accelerometers, gravimeters, 

etc.) may be used downhole to determine the dynamic system properties of a drill string. 

Aspects of the invention can be implemented to provide amplitude distribution measurements 

as inputs throughout the network 46, the frequency separation of peaks, and sway of 

dominant frequency for noise can also be obtained. These measurements provide an 

advantage in the identification of downhole conditions like stick and slip, whirl and changing 

harmonics/resonant frequencies of a system with changing environment and drill string form, 

especially in relation to sensors 40 along the string which are adjacent to each other.

[0073] An aspect of the invention provides analysis carried out in a process wherein

the inputs are first recognized (e.g., RPM (rotational speed), flow rate, weight on bit (WOB)), 

as shown in FIG. 10A. A represents amplitude in FIGS. 10A-10C. The various components 

of drill string dynamics properties are then plotted and visualized in the frequency domain. 

FIG. 10B shows a moment in time (snapshot) of the inputs. Analysis is performed to
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establish a relationship between the inputs and the frequency characteristics of the 

measurements. The change in surface inputs will affect the behavior of the different 

frequency ‘peaks’, as plotted in FIG. 10B. In FIG. 10B, Δί represents separation of peaks. 

Amplitude yields an indication of energy loss at a point in the string. Sway indicates the 

change in speed downhole, when sway is different amongst peaks, this is cumulative torque 

stick and slip. The separation between the peaks denotes the difference in rotational speed at 

points of measurement. Stabilization is achieved by fast feedback changes of surface 

parameters until the maximum possible energy is spent at the bit, rather than along the string 

(peaks driven to their minimum size), as illustrated in FIG. 10C. Aspects of the invention 

may be configured with self-learning (artificial intelligence) software as known in the art. 

Such implementations could entail a downhole learning process. These measurements 

provide a way to identify drill string harmonics, energy accumulation/release along the string, 

and allow one to apply stabilization/compensation techniques.

[0074] Another aspect of the invention entails frequency analysis on differential

pressure measurements from inside and outside the pipe 12, which can be obtained with the 

distributed sensors 40. FIGS. 11A-11E shows an aspect of the invention that provides 

analysis in a process grouping events in frequencies and amplitudes to aid in identification 

and diagnostics. FIG. 11A shows a plot of internal pressure versus time for a plurality of 

sensor measurements, where node or link 4 is lower in the borehole relative to the position of 

link 1. FIG. 11B shows a plot of external pressure versus time for a plurality of sensor 

measurements, where link 4 is lower in the borehole relative to the position of link 1. The 

objective is to find behavioral events in the drill string that affect the ideal conditions of 

pressure distribution inside/outside the string. This is achieved by transforming the 

difference in measurements (FIG. 11C) from one sensor to its neighbor sensor onto the 

frequency domain, as shown in FIG. 11D. The frequency plots determine the nature of the 

dynamics effect by its amplitude, sway, and duration. A perfectly homogeneous system 

would not present any peaks. This objective is achieved by changing input parameters 

(shown in FIG. HE) or via other along-string self stabilization methods. Once a mode of 

destructive dynamics is identified, stabilization/compensation techniques can be applied. 

[0075] Aspects of the invention may comprise drill string 12

stabilization/compensation systems to address undesired dynamic conditions. As known in 

the art, vibrations in a rotating mass can be counteracted upon by the application of weights. 

In a similar fashion, aspects of the invention can be implemented with a multipoint mass shift 

system. FIG. 12A shows a drill string 12 equipped with a plurality of sensors 40, mounted on
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nodes 30 and/or on tools and pipes along the string. The aspect in FIG. 12A is also 

configured with subs entailing rotating weights 80 distributed along the string 12.

[0076] FIG. 12B is a blow up of a rotating weight 80 device. The rotating weight 80

device includes a shifting mass 82, a driving mechanism 84, and appropriate electronics 86. 

Input from the sensor(s) 40 is used to identify movement of the string (12 in FIG. 12A), 

indicating where the string is moving to in average direction of impact against the borehole 

wall. The electronics 86 actuates the driving mechanism 84 to activate the eccentric mass 82 

to counteract destructive harmonics. In one aspect, the mass 82 is configured to rotate 

(synchronized with or with respect to string 12 rotation) until activated. The driving 

mechanism 84 can be configured to stop or “brake” the rotating mass 82 for x milliseconds at 

timed intervals to counteract string movement leading to destructive impact. Conventional 

components and electronics may be used to implement embodiments of the invention with 

rotating weight 80 devices. Aspects may be configured with more than one driving 

mechanism 84 (e.g., above-below the mass 82). Other aspects may be configured with 

turbine, electromagnetic, hydrodynamic or other types of counter-weight devices (not 

shown). The rotating weight device 80 is preferably disposed internal to the pipe sub. 

However, aspects may comprise devices mounted on the pipe exterior or embedded within 

the pipe walls (not shown). The string 12 in signal communication along the network 46 

allows one to monitor string performance at surface in real-time and to take appropriate 

action as desired. Automatic and autonomous stabilization may be implemented by 

appropriate programming of system processors in the string 12, at surface, or in combination. 

[0077] Advantages provided by the disclosed techniques include, without limitation,

the acquisition of real-time distributed downhole measurements, drill string dynamics 

analysis, manual/automated adjustment of downhole pressure/flow conditions, 

manual/automated compensation/stabilization of destructive dynamics, implementation of 

automatic and autonomous drill string operations, real-time wellbore fluid density 

analysis/adjustment for improved dual-gradient drilling, etc. It will be appreciated by those 

skilled in the art that the techniques disclosed herein can be fully automated/autonomous via 

software configured with algorithms as described herein. These aspects can be implemented 

by programming one or more suitable general-purpose computers having appropriate 

hardware. The programming may be accomplished through the use of one or more program 

storage devices readable by the processor(s) and encoding one or more programs of 

instructions executable by the computer for performing the operations described herein. The 

program storage device may take the form of, e.g., one or more floppy disks; a CD ROM or 

other optical disk; a magnetic tape; a read-only memory chip (ROM); and other forms of the
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kind well-known in the art or subsequently developed. The program of instructions may be 

"object code," i.e., in binary form that is executable more-or-less directly by the computer; in 

"source code" that requires compilation or interpretation before execution; or in some 

intermediate form such as partially compiled code. The precise forms of the program storage 

device and of the encoding of instructions are immaterial here. Aspects of the invention may 

also be configured to perform the described computing/automation functions downhole (via 

appropriate hardware/software implemented in the network/string), at surface, in 

combination, and/or remotely via wireless links tied to the network 46.

[0078] While the present disclosure describes specific aspects of the invention,

numerous modifications and variations will become apparent to those skilled in the art after 

studying the disclosure, including use of equivalent functional and/or structural substitutes for 

elements described herein. For example, aspects of the invention can also be implemented 

for operation in combination with other known telemetry systems (e.g., mud pulse, fiber- 

optics, wireline systems, etc.). The disclosed techniques are not limited to any particular type 

of conveyance means or subsurface operation. For example, aspects of the invention are 

highly suitable for operations such as LWD/MWD, logging while tripping, marine 

operations, etc. All such similar variations apparent to those skilled in the art are deemed to 

be within the scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.
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1. A method of monitoring downhole conditions in a borehole penetrating a subsurface 

formation, comprising:

disposing a string of connected tubulars in the borehole, the string of tubulars 

forming a downhole electromagnetic network that provides an electromagnetic signal path 

between a plurality of sensors in the string of connected tubulars;

receiving sensor data through the downhole electromagnetic network from a first 

sensor of the plurality of sensors;

receiving sensor data through the downhole electromagnetic network from a second 

sensor of the plurality of sensors axially spaced apart in the string of connected tubular 

from the first sensor;

receiving pressure data from the first and second sensors, wherein the pressure data 

includes pressure measurements both internal to and external of the string of tubulars;

generating a pressure gradient curve using the internal and external pressure 

measurements; and

controlling a downhole condition or a downhole parameter based on the pressure 

gradient curve.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the pressure gradient curve comprises 

updating an existing pressure gradient curve using the internal and external pressure 

measurements.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

comparing the generated pressure gradient curve with a desired pressure gradient 

curve; and

identifying a difference between the generated pressure gradient curve and the 

desired pressure gradient curve.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein controlling the downhole condition or the 

downhole parameter comprises adjusting the downhole condition or the downhole 

parameter if the difference exceeds a set tolerance.
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5 5. The method of claim 4, wherein adjusting the downhole condition or the downhole 

parameter comprises adjusting a pressure distribution along the borehole to alter an 

apparent equivalent circulating density.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein adjusting the downhole condition or the downhole 

parameter comprises one of (i) activating and controlling one or more variable flow 

restrictors to restrict flow in an annulus between the borehole and the string of tubulars if 

the pressure at the bottom of the borehole is smaller than a target bottom pressure and (ii) 

activating and controlling one or more variable flow restrictors to restrict flow inside a bore 

of the string of tubulars if the pressure at the bottom of the borehole is greater than a target 

bottom pressure.

7. The method of claim 4, wherein adjusting the downhole condition or the downhole 

parameter comprises adjusting an annular flow area in a controller sub.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein adjusting the annular flow area includes extending 

at least one extendable area restrictor into the annular flow area to restrict flow or retracting 

the at least one extendable area restrictor to leave at least one fixed area restrictor and 

increase the flow area.

9. A method of monitoring downhole conditions in a borehole penetrating a subsurface 

formation, comprising:

disposing a tubular string in the borehole, the tubular string including a plurality of 

sensors and an electromagnetic signal path connecting the plurality of sensors to form a 

downhole electromagnetic network;

receiving pressure data from the multiple sensors, wherein the pressure data 

includes pressure measurements both internal to and external of the string of tubulars;

generating a pressure gradient curve using the internal and external pressure 

measurements;

comparing the generated pressure gradient curve with a desired pressure gradient

curve;

identifying a difference between the generated pressure gradient curve and the 

desired pressure gradient curve; and
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set tolerance.

10. A system for monitoring downhole conditions in a borehole penetrating a 

subsurface formation, comprising:

a string of connected tubulars in the borehole, the string of tubulars forming a 

downhole electromagnetic network that provides an electromagnetic signal path between a 

plurality of sensors in the string of connected tubulars; and

one or more processors configured to:

receive sensor data through the downhole electromagnetic network from a first 

sensor of the plurality of sensors;

receive sensor data through the downhole electromagnetic network from a second 

sensor of the plurality of sensors axially spaced apart in the string of connected tubular 

from the first sensor;

receive pressure data from the first and second sensors, wherein the pressure data 

includes pressure measurements both internal to and external of the string of tubulars;

generate a pressure gradient curve using the internal and external pressure 

measurements; and

control a downhole condition or a downhole parameter based on the pressure 

gradient curve.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the one or more processors is further configured to 

update an existing pressure gradient curve using the internal and external pressure 

measurements.

12. A system for monitoring downhole conditions in a borehole penetrating a 

subsurface formation, comprising:

a string of connected tubulars in the borehole, the string of tubulars forming a 

downhole electromagnetic network that provides an electromagnetic signal path between a 

plurality of sensors in the string of connected tubulars; and

one or more processors configured to:

receive sensor data through the downhole electromagnetic network from a first 

sensor of the plurality of sensors;
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sensor of the plurality of sensors axially spaced apart in the string of connected tubular

from the first sensor;

receive pressure data from the first and second sensors, wherein the pressure data 

includes pressure measurements both internal to and external of the string of tubulars;

generate a pressure gradient curve using the internal and external pressure 

measurements;

compare the generated pressure gradient curve with a desired pressure gradient

curve;

identify a difference between the generated pressure gradient curve and the desired 

pressure gradient curve; and

adjust the downhole condition or the downhole parameter if the difference exceeds a 

set tolerance.

13. The system of claim 12, further comprising a variable annular flow area controller 

sub coupled to the one or more processors.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the controller sub further comprises at least one 

fixed area restrictor and at least one extendable area restrictor to extend into and restrict an

annular flow area.
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